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Abstract—This paper investigates learning-based caching in
small-cell networks (SCNs) when user preference is unknown.
The goal is to optimize the cache placement in each small base sta-
tion (SBS) for minimizing the system long-term transmission de-
lay. We model this sequential multi-agent decision making prob-
lem in a multi-agent multi-armed bandit (MAMAB) perspective.
Rather than estimating user preference first and then optimizing
the cache strategy, we propose several MAMAB-based algorithms
to directly learn the cache strategy online in both stationary
and non-stationary environment. In the stationary environment,
we first propose two high-complexity agent-based collaborative
MAMAB algorithms with performance guarantee. Then we
propose a low-complexity distributed MAMAB which ignores
the SBS coordination. To achieve a better balance between SBS
coordination gain and computational complexity, we develop an
edge-based collaborative MAMAB with the coordination graph
edge-based reward assignment method. In the non-stationary
environment, we modify the MAMAB-based algorithms proposed
in the stationary environment by proposing a practical initial-
ization method and designing new perturbed terms to adapt
to the dynamic environment. Simulation results are provided
to validate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms. The
effects of different parameters on caching performance are also
discussed.
Index Terms—Wireless caching, multi-armed bandit, multi-
agent, coordination graph, small-cell networks, reinforcement
learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the proliferation of mobile devices results
in a steep growth of mobile data traffic, which imposes heavy
pressure on backhaul links with limited capacity in cellular
networks. Due to the fact that only a small number of files
accounts for the majority of the data traffic, caching popular
files at small base stations (SBSs) has been widely adopted
to reduce the traffic congestion and alleviate the backhaul
pressure [2], [3]. Many previous works have studied the
cache placement problem with various cache strategies and
performance metrics. In [4]–[6], the authors focus on the
deterministic caching that SBSs cache files entirely without
partitioning. The works [7]–[9] consider the probabilistic
caching that SBSs cache files according to certain well-
designed probabilities. The authors in [10]–[12] consider the
coded caching that files are partitioned into multiple segments,
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and these segments after coding are cached at SBSs. However,
these works on wireless caching rely on a strong assumption
that file popularity or user preference is perfectly known in
advance, which is somehow unrealistic in general. Therefore,
caching design without the knowledge of file popularity or
user preference is a necessary but challenging issue. The aim
of this work is to address the above issue by investigating the
caching design when user preference is unknown.
Several works have studied the wireless caching problem
without the knowledge of file popularity or user preference.
Some of them tackle this problem by first estimating file
popularity (or the number of requests) and then optimizing
the cache strategy based on the estimated file popularity (or
estimated number of requests) [13]–[20]. The authors in [15],
[16] estimate the file popularity by using multi-armed bandit
(MAB) and then the SBS caches the most popular files in
the single SBS scenario. In [17], the authors utilize MAB
to estimate the local popularity and then optimize the coded
caching in the multiple SBSs scenario. The work [18] also
utilizes MAB to estimate local popularity of each SBS and
then optimize the cache strategies to minimize the total cost
of multiple SBSs with centralized and distributed algorithms.
In [20], the authors estimate the local popularity and global
popularity first, and then utilize Q-learning to choose cache
actions with local popularity, global popularity and cache
strategy as state.
Note that all these works [13]–[20] only focus on the
file popularity (local or global) or the requests collected
from multiple users in a cell since they either assume that
different users have the same preference or adopt cache hit as
the performance metric. However, different users may have
different preferences in practice. Moreover, adjacent SBSs
need to design their cache strategies collaboratively as they
can communicate with a common set of users. If we consider
file popularity from a set of users rather than user preference,
SBSs cannot know whether these requests are from the users
that are only covered by one SBS or the users that are
covered by multiple SBSs. Therefore, SBSs cannot design
the cache strategy collaboratively. Thus, some recent works
[21]–[24] focus on the caching strategy design based on user
preference rather than file popularity when user preference is
unknown. Recently, the work [21] utilizes contextual MAB
to learn the context-specific content popularity online and
takes the dependence of user preference on their context into
account. With the estimated context-specific content popu-
larity, SBSs cache files to maximize the accumulated cache
hits. In [22], the authors propose an online content popularity
prediction algorithm by leveraging the content features and
2user preference. Then they propose two learning-based edge
caching architectures to design the caching policy. Though
the authors in [21], [22] consider the multiple SBSs scenario,
the correlations among SBSs are not considered. In [23], the
authors propose a new Bayesian learning method to predict
personal preference and estimate the individual content request
probability. Based on the estimated individual content request
probability, a reinforcement learning algorithm is proposed to
optimize the deterministic caching by maximizing the system
throughput. The work [24] first utilizes the expectation max-
imization method to estimate the user preference and activity
level based on the probabilistic latent semantic analysis model.
A low-complexity algorithm is then developed to optimize the
D2D cache strategies by maximizing the offloading probability
based on the estimated user preference and activity level.
However, a training phase is required in [23], [24], which
cannot well adapt to the time-varying environment, comparing
to online methods. Due to the fact that context information of
users is private and the historical request number of a single
user is often very limited, online estimation of user preference
is very difficult in practice. Therefore, some works try to
make caching decisions directly, rather than estimating user
preference first and then optimizing cache, to minimize the
long-term cost or maximize the long-term reward by using re-
inforcement learning [25], [26] and deep reinforcement leaning
[27]. However, these works [25]–[27] only focus on the single-
cell performance and no coordination among multiple SBSs
exists. To our best knowledge, an online collaborative caching
problem without the prior knowledge of user preference at the
user level has not been well studied in the literature.
In this paper, we aim to optimize the collaborative caching
among multiple SBSs by minimizing the accumulated trans-
mission delay over a finite time horizon in cache-enabled wire-
less networks when user preference is unknown. The cache
strategies need to be optimized collaboratively since each user
can be covered by multiple SBSs and experiences different
delays when it is served by different SBSs. Thus, SBSs need
to learn and decide the cache strategies collaboratively at each
time slot over a finite time horizon. Since earlier decision of
caching would shape our knowledge of caching rewards that
our future action depends upon, this problem is fundamentally
a sequential multi-agent decision making problem. Rather than
estimating user preference first and then optimizing the cache
strategy, we learn the cache strategies directly at SBSs online
by utilizing multi-agent MAB (MAMAB). This is because
estimating the preference of each individual user is difficult
due to the limited number of requests from a single user.
Besides, contextual information of users, such as age and
gender may not be utilized to estimate user preference due
to privacy concerns. On the other hand, the caching reward in
the MAMAB framework considered in our work is defined
as the transmission delay reduction compared to the case
without caching. It represents the aggregate effect of all user
requests and hence can be learned more accurately and with
faster speed. Our prior conference paper [1] considered the
distributed and edge-based collaborative MAMAB algorithms
only in the stationary environment, without the theoretical
proof of performance guarantee. The main contributions and
results of this journal version are summarized as follows.
• We formulate the collaborative caching optimization
problem to minimize the accumulated transmission de-
lay over a finite time horizon in cache-enabled wire-
less networks without the knowledge of user prefer-
ence. By defining the reward of caching, we first model
this sequential decision making problem in a MAMAB
perspective, which is a classical reinforcement learning
framework. We then solve this MAMAB problem in both
stationary and non-stationary environment.
• In the stationary environment, we first propose two
high-complexity agent-based collaborative MAMAB al-
gorithms with the performance guarantee that the regret is
bounded by O(log (Ttotal)), where Ttotal is the total num-
ber of time slots. To reduce the computational complexity,
we also propose a distributed MAMAB algorithm, which
ignores the SBSs coordination. By taking both SBS
coordination and computational complexity into account,
we propose an edge-based collaborative MAMAB algo-
rithm based on the coordination graph edge-based reward
assignment method. We also modify the above MAMAB
algorithms by designing new perturbed terms to achieve
a better performance.
• In the non-stationary environment, we modify the
MAMAB algorithms proposed in the stationary environ-
ment by proposing a practical initialization method and
designing new perturbed terms in order to adapt to the
dynamic environment.
• Simulation results are provided to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed algorithms in both station-
ary (synthesized data) and non-stationary environment
(Movielens data set) by comparing with some benchmark
algorithms. The effects of communication distance, cache
size and user mobility on caching performance are also
discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system
model is introduced in Section II. Then we formulate the
problem in Section III. In Section IV and Section V, we solve
this problem in stationary and non-stationary environment,
respectively. We then present the simulation results in Section
VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
Notations: This paper uses bold-face lower-case h for
vectors and bold-face uppercaseH for matrices. 0m×1 denotes
them×1 zero vector. I{X} denotes the indicator operator that
I{X} = 1 if the event X is true and I{X} = 0 otherwise.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model
We consider a SCN where cache-enabled SBSs and users
are located in a finite region as illustrated in Fig. 1. The sets
of users and SBSs are denoted as U = {1, 2, . . . , U} and
M = {1, 2, . . . ,M}, respectively. We assume that SBSs have
a limited communication distance lc, which means that SBS
m can communicate with user u if the distance between them
lm,u does not exceed lc. Thus, we define the neighbor SBSs
of user u as the set of SBSs that can communicate with user
u, which is denoted as Mu = {m ∈ M|lm,u ≤ lc}. We sort
3the distance lm,u for m ∈ Mu in an increasing order such
that ju denotes the index of the j-th nearest SBS to user u.
Similarly, the set of the neighbor users of SBS m is denoted
as Um = {u ∈ U|lm,u ≤ lc}.
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Fig. 1: System model and its corresponding coordination graph.
B. Cache Model
There is a file library F with size |F| and all files are
assumed to be the same normalized size of 11. Each SBS is
equipped with a local cache with size S < |F|. Define a cache
matrixAt ∈ {0, 1}M×|F| to denote the cache strategy of SBSs
at time slot t. The cache matrix should satisfy the cache size
constraint
∑|F|
f=1 a
t
m,f ≤ S for m ∈M at each time slot.
C. Service Model
We adopt the total transmission delay as the performance
metric. When SBS m serves its neighbor user u by trans-
mitting a file with unit size, the user will experience a
transmission delay dm,u. We model the transmission delay
in the noise-limited network and hence interference can be
neglected. By considering the large-scale fading only, the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between user u and SBS m is
given by SNRm,u =
Pl−αm,u
σ2
N
, where P is the transmission
power of SBSs, α > 2 is the path loss exponent and σ2N
is the Gaussian white noise power. The transmission delay
between user u and its neighbor SBSm ∈Mu by transmitting
a file with unit size is dm,u =
1
W log2(1+SNRm,u)
, where W
is the bandwidth. Note that users will experience a larger
transmission delay if they are served by farther SBSs. For
the non-neighbor SBSs m /∈ Mu, the transmission delay
dm,u =∞ since the communication link cannot be established
between them.
Each user requests for files according to its own preference.
The requests of user u at time slot t is denoted as a setQtu with
|Qtu| ∈ N. This means that a user u can request any number of
files at a time slot since a time slot contains several hours or
even one day in practice. Therefore, SBSs can satisfy multiple
requests at a time slot. For a user u requesting file f at a given
time instance, it will be served by the nearest neighbor SBS
that caches file f . If none of its neighbor SBSs caches file
f , the core network will satisfy this request, which induces
a much larger transmission delay d0 comparing to the delay
1For the unequal size case, we can divide each files into chunks of equal
size, so the analysis and algorithms in this paper still can be applied.
when requests are served by SBSs locally, i.e., d0 ≫ dm,u for
m ∈ Mu. Note that when lc is large enough, all users can
be connected to all SBSs inM. This fully connected network
is actually a special case of our problem. All parameters are
summarized in Table I.
TABLE I: Notation Table
Notation Definition
M SBSs set
U Users set
F Files set
Mu Neighbor SBSs set of user u
Um Neighbor users set of SBS m
A Cache matrix
Qu Requests set of user u
S Cache size
ju Index of j-th nearest SBS of user u
lc Communication distance
dm,u Transmission delay between SBS m and user u
d0 Transmission delay of the core network
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our goal is to design cache strategiesAt online to minimize
the accumulated transmission delay over a time horizon Ttotal
when user preference is unknown. In this section, we model
this cache optimization problem as a sequential multi-agent
decision making problem and reformulate this problem in a
MAMAB perspective.
For a user u that requests file f at time slot t, it can be
satisfied by either one neighbor SBS or the core network. If
at least one neighbor SBS that caches the requested file of the
user, the user will be served by the nearest SBS that caches
the requested file. In this case, the transmission delay depends
on the nearest neighbor SBS that caches the requested file,
regardless of other farther SBSs. If none of the neighbor SBSs
caches the requested file, i.e., atm,f = 0 for all m ∈ Mu,
the user will be served by the core network and experience
a much larger delay d0. Since we focus on the transmission
delay from the user perspective, the total transmission delay
of the network at time slot t is the sum of all individual delays
for all users, which is given by:
Dt =
U∑
u=1
|F|∑
f=1
I{f ∈ Qtu}
[ |Mu|∑
j=1
atju,fdju,u
j−1∏
n=1
(1− atnu,f )
+
∏
m∈Mu
(1− atm,f)d0
]
. (1)
We aim to minimize the accumulated transmission delay
of the network over the time horizon Ttotal by learning and
optimizing the cache strategy at each time slot t when the
requests Qtu of all users are not known in advance. The
optimization problem is formulated as:
P1: min
{At}
Ttotal∑
t=1
Dt (2a)
s.t
|F|∑
f=1
atm,f ≤ S, ∀m ∈M and t = 1, 2, . . . , Ttotal,
(2b)
A
t ∈ {0, 1}M×|F|, t = 1, 2, . . . , Ttotal. (2c)
4Note that the optimization problem P1 is a classical caching
optimization problem and has been solved if user requests Qu
and transmission delays between SBSs and users dm,u are
perfectly known in advance, which is very difficult in practice.
Most traditional learning-based caching works estimate the file
popularity first and then optimize the cache strategy since
they adopt cache hit rate as the performance metric and
assume that different users have the same preference. While for
optimization problem P1, estimating requests of a single user
online is much more difficult than estimating file popularity
since the request number of a single user is much smaller than
the request number from multiple users in a cell. Besides, users
contextual information, such as age and gender, are private and
we cannot utilize them to group users and learn preference
from a group of users as work [21] does.2 Therefore, the con-
ventional predict-then-optimize approach cannot be utilized in
this problem. Besides, the optimization problem P1 is still NP-
complete [5] even when the user requests and transmission
delays between SBSs and users are perfectly known. Note
that the proposed greedy algorithm in [5] to solve P1 has
a high computational complexity since the greedy algorithm
needs to exhaustively search all feasible file-SBS pairs and
choose the best one at each step. This step is repeated until
the caches of all SBSs are full. Therefore, instead of estimating
the user requests first and then optimizing the cache strategy,
we would like to learn the cache strategy directly with a low-
complexity algorithm to make sequential caching decisions.
Note that reinforcement learning is an effective tool to solve
sequential decision making problems. Rather than applying
other reinforcement learning algorithms, such as Q-learning,
we model this multi-agent sequential decision making problem
in a MAMAB perspective since MAB represents a simple
class of online learning models with fewer assumptions of the
environment. Furthermore, we shall show that the performance
of the proposed MAMAB algorithms can be theoretically
guaranteed later in Lemma 2.
Before reformulating P1 as a MAMAB problem, we define
the reward of caching as the transmission delay reduction com-
pared to the case without caching. Note that SBSs can observe
the transmission delay if they serve their neighbor users with
caching files. Besides, all SBSs know the transmission delay
d0 when users are served by the core network. Therefore, SBSs
can observe the transmission delay and calculate the reward
of caching files if they serve their neighbor users. The reward
of SBS m by caching file f at time slot t is given by:
rtm,f = a
t
m,f
∑
u∈Um
I{f ∈ Qtu} (d0 − dm,u)
|Mu|∑
j=1
I{m = ju}
j−1∏
n=1
(1− atnu,f). (3)
By defining the reward, we can reformulate P1 without loss
2To our best knowledge, there is no work that estimates user preference
pu,f online. References [23], [24] obtain the accurate values of estimated
user preference in the training phase, which cannot adapt to time-varying
environment well.
of optimality as:
P2: max
{At}
rtotal =
Ttotal∑
t=1
M∑
m=1
|F|∑
f=1
rtm,f (4)
s.t (2b), (2c).
Optimization problem P2 is a MAMAB problem, where
each SBS is seen as an agent and each file is seen as an
arm. SBSs decide the cache strategy based on its cumulative
knowledge to maximize the accumulated reward with unknown
distributions of the reward for caching different files. We
can solve the optimization problem P2 by estimating the
reward rtm,f and then designing cache strategy at each time
slot. Actually, P2 can be divided into Ttotal independent sub-
optimization problems, one for each time slot, called the
single-period optimization (SPO) problem. For each SPO
problem, the cache strategy is optimized with the estimated
reward rtm,f based on the historical reward observations. The
objective of P2 is to maximize the accumulated reward over
a time horizon based on its cumulative knowledge. Therefore,
there exists a tradeoff between exploration (i.e., caching all
files a sufficient number of times to estimate the reward more
accurately) and exploitation (i.e., caching files to maximize
the estimated reward).
For this MAMAB problem, its main difficulty compared to
the single agent MAB problem is that there exists collisions
among different agents (SBSs), i.e., for a user requesting a file,
only the nearest neighbor SBS that caches the requested file
can serve the user and obtain the reward while farther neighbor
SBSs obtain no reward even if they cache the requested file.
Therefore, how to make the caching decisions coordinately
is challenging. In this paper, we utilize a coordination graph
G = (V,E) [28], [29] to represent the dependencies among
SBSs, as shown in Fig. 1. In the coordination graph, each
SBS m ∈ V represents a vertex. An edge (m,n) ∈ E
indicates that the corresponding SBS m and n cover the
common users, i.e., Um∩Un 6= ∅, which means that the cache
strategies of SBS m and n need to be designed coordinately.
Specially, each SBS m has a self edge (m,m). We define
the neighbor of the vertex m in the coordination graph as
Γ(m) , {n ∈ M | Um ∩ Un 6= ∅,m 6= n}. As we can see
in (3), the reward rtm,f of SBS m by caching file f depends
on the joint cache action of SBSs m and Γ(m), which is
denoted as btm,f = [a
t
m,f , a
t
m1,f
, . . . , atmΓ(m),f ]. Therefore,
rtm,f can be rewritten as r
t
m,f (bm,f ). Due to the fact that the
user requests are unknown before designing the cache strategy,
we can not analyse the property of the reward rtm,f (bm,f) to
solve the optimization problem. In this case, we can utilize
MAMAB to estimate the reward rtm,f (bm,f ) and then decide
the cache strategy directly.
IV. CACHE STRATEGY IN STATIONARY ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we aim to solve P2 in the stationary
environment. We first introduce the stationary environment and
give the specific form of P2. Then we solve this problem with
MAMAB-based methods in both distributed and collaborative
manners. Finally, we modify the MAMAB algorithms by de-
signing new perturbed terms to achieve a better performance.
5A. Stationary Environment
The stationary environment is described as follows. The file
library F is a static set with fixed size F and user preference
is time-invariant. Denote pu,f as the probability that user u
requests file f , which satisfies 0 ≤ pu,f ≤ 1 and
∑F
f=1 pu,f =
1. Each user is assumed to request one file at each time slot
independently according to its own user preference. Moreover,
the locations of users are fixed. Thus, transmission delays dm,u
are time-invariant and can be observed when SBSs serve users
or computed if the communication distance is known.
In this stationary environment, the expected reward of SBS
m by caching file f is given by:
rm,f (bm,f) = am,f
∑
u∈Um
pu,f (d0 − dm,u)
|Mu|∑
j=1
I{m = ju}
j−1∏
n=1
(1− anu,f ). (5)
Since user preference is time-invariant, the solutions of
different SPO problems of P2 are identical. Hence, we only
need to focus on one SPO problem, which is given by:
P3: max
A
Rtotal(A) =
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
rm,f (bm,f) (6a)
s.t
F∑
f=1
am,f ≤ S, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M (6b)
am,f ∈ {0, 1}, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (6c)
Then we aim to solve the SPO problem P3 by using
MAMAB-based algorithms in both distributed and collabo-
rative manners with different reward decomposition methods.
B. Agent-based Collaborative MAMAB
In the following, we propose two agent-based collaborative
MAMAB algorithms with different reward decomposition
methods from the SBS perspective and user perspective,
respectively.
1) SBS perspective: From (6a), it is observed that the total
reward function Rtotal(A) is decomposed into a linear combi-
nation of local agent-dependent reward functions rm,f (bm,f ).
The reward that SBS m can obtain depends on the joint
bm,f ∈ {0, 1}
1×(Γ(m)+1). In the initial phase t = 0, SBSs
cache files randomly to make each joint action bm,f appear
at least once. Note that t = 0 can contain multiple time slots
actually. The number of times that bm,f appears until t is
denoted as T tm,f (bm,f ). Besides, if bm,f appears at time slot
t, we update the average reward R
t
m,f (bm,f ) of SBS m with
joint action bm,f as:
R
t
m,f(bm,f) =
[
T tm,f(bm,f )− 1
]
R
t−1
m,f (bm,f ) + r
t
m,f (bm,f )
T tm,f (bm,f )
,
(7)
where rtm,f (bm,f) is the observed reward of SBS m with joint
action bm,f at time slot t. Each SBSm needs to share its cache
strategy with its neighbor Γ(m) in the coordination graph in
order to update T tm,f(bm,f) and R
t
m,f(bm,f ). Note that the
average reward R
t
m,f (bm,f ) is inaccurate when T
t
m,f (bm,f )
is small and hence utilizing the the average reward to decide
the cache strategy is not appropriate. Therefore, we define the
estimated reward by adding a perturbed term to the average
reward similar to [30], which can achieve a good tradeoff
between exploration and exploitation. The estimated reward
R̂tm,f (bm,f ) is updated as:
R̂tm,f (bm,f ) = R
t−1
m,f (bm,f ) +Ba-coll,m(bm,f )
√
3 log(t)
2T t−1m,f (bm,f)
,
(8)
where Ba-coll,m(bm,f ) is the upper bound on the reward of
SBS m with joint action bm,f as:
Ba-coll,m(bm,f ) = am,f
∑
u∈Um
(d0 − dm,u)
|Mu|∑
j=1
I{m = ju}
j−1∏
n=1
(1− anu,f ). (9)
Note that this perturbed term corresponds to the upper
confidence bound (UCB) in MAB, which is utilized in the
combinatorial MAB problem [30] with a single SBS. This
UCB term can also be utilized in this MAMAB problem since
the reward of each SBS for a fixed joint action has a stationary
distribution in the stationary environment and the theoretical
proof is shown later in Lemma 2.
With the estimated reward, we can optimize the
cache strategy by maximizing the total estimated reward∑M
m=1
∑F
f=1 R̂
t
m,f (bm,f ) at each time slot t with the cache
size constraint. Note that this problem is NP-complete and the
commonly used greedy algorithm has a high computational
complexity [5]. Therefore, we propose a low-complexity coor-
dinate ascent algorithm [31] to obtain the solutions. Coordinate
ascent algorithm is an anytime algorithm that is appropri-
ate for real-time multi-agent systems where decision making
must be done under time constraints. Given a random initial
cache strategy, each SBS optimizes its own cache and share
its optimized cache strategy with its neighbor SBSs in the
coordination graph sequentially while the other M − 1 SBSs
stay the same. This step is repeated until no improvement
can be made under the time constraints. The details of the
coordinate ascent algorithm are given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Coordinate Ascent Algorithm
1: Initialize the cache of SBSs randomly
2: repeat
3: for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M do
4: Calculate the estimated reward of caching file f at
SBS m for all files when the caching actions of the
other M − 1 SBSs stay the same
5: SBS m optimizes its own caching action by maxi-
mizing the total estimated reward
6: end for
7: until No SBS changes its cache strategy or decision time
runs out
6For the performance of Algorithm 1, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. Algorithm 1 can achieve at least 12 optimality of
P3, i.e., Rtotal(A
L) ≥ 12Rtotal(A
∗), where AL is the cache
strategy obtained by Algorithm 1.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Note that SBS m with joint action bm,f only can obtain
the reward for file f if am,f = 1, the number of effective
action space is
∑M
m=1 2
Γ(m)F , which grows exponentially
with Γ(m). Therefore, this agent-based collaborativeMAMAB
in a SBS perspective has a high computational complexity and
a slow learning speed.
2) User perspective: Note that from the SBS perspective,
the action space of bm,f is fixed. However, the reward distri-
butions of SBS m for some different bm,f are independent
and identical and can be combined to reduce the action
space. For example, if there is only one user u covered by
two SBSs, the reward distributions of SBS 1u with joint
action (a1u,f = 1, a2u,f = 1) and (a1u,f = 1, a2u,f = 0)
are identical since u will always be served by SBS 1u if
a1u,f = 1. Therefore, we focus on the reward of SBSs from the
user perspective by decomposing total reward function into a
linear combination of local agent-dependent reward functions
rm,f (cm,Vm,f ) as:
Rtotal(A) =
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
Vm
rm,f (cm,Vm,f ) (10)
where cm,Vm,f = [am,f = 1, an1,f = 0, . . . , an|Vm|,f=0] is the
joint action that SBSm caches file f while SBSs in Vm do not
and Vm ∈ {Vum | u ∈ Um}, where V
u
m , {n ∈ Mu | dn,u <
dm,u} is the set of SBSs that are closer to user u than SBS m.
The reason for only considering joint action cm,Vm,f is that
SBSm can serve user u if and only if it is the nearest SBS that
caches the requested file of user u. In the initial phase t = 0,
SBSs cache files randomly to make each joint action cm,Vm,f
appear at least once similar to the agent-based collaborative
MAMAB from the SBS perspective. The number of times that
cm,Vm,f appears until t is denoted as T
t
m,f (cm,Vm,f ). Besides,
if joint action cm,Vm,f appears at time slot t, we update the
average reward R
t
m,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f) as:
R
t
m,Vm,f(cm,Vm,f )=
[
T tm,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f )−1
]
R
t−1
m,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f )
T tm,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f)
+
∑
u∈Um
I{Vum = Vm}r
u,t
m,f
T tm,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f )
, (11)
where ru,tm,f is the reward of SBS m obtained by serving
user u with file f . Note that each SBS m needs to share
its cache strategy with its neighbor Γ(m) in the coordination
graph in order to update T tm,f(cm,Vm,f ) and average reward
R
t
m,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f ). By adding a perturbed term similar to (8),
the estimated reward with joint action cm,Vm,f at time slot t
is given by:
R̂tm,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f ) = R
t−1
m,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f )
+Ba-coll,m,Vm(cm,Vm,f)
√
3 log(t)
2T t−1m,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f )
, (12)
where Ba-coll,m,Vm(cm,Vm,f ) is the upper bound on the reward
of SBS m with cm,Vm,f as:
Ba-coll,m,Vm(cm,Vm,f) = am,f
∑
u∈Um
(d0 − dm,u)
I{Vum = Vm}
∏
n∈Vm
(1− an,f ). (13)
SBSs optimize the cache strategies to maximize the total es-
timated reward
∑F
f=1
∑M
m=1
∑
Vm
R̂tm,Vm,f (cm,Vm,f) at each
time slot t by utilizing Algorithm 1. Note that the effective
action space of cm,Vm,f depends on the number of users and
is
∑M
m=1 2
Γ(m)F in the worst case. Therefore, we conclude
that commonly used agent-based collaborative MAMAB from
the SBS perspective can be seen as the worst case of this
new agent-based collaborative MAMAB algorithm from the
user perspective. By analyzing the property of the caching
problem, our proposed algorithm from the user perspective
decreases the action space greatly compared to that from the
SBS perspective when the user number is small by combining
some joint actions together. However, as the user number keeps
growing, the action space can be still very large as it grows
exponentially with Γ(m), which causes a high computational
complexity and a slower learning speed.
Lemma 2. The (α, β)-approximation regret of these two
agent-based collaborative MAMAB algorithms using an
(α, β)-approximation is on the order of O(log (Ttotal)).
Proof. See Appendix B.
This regret bound guarantees that the algorithm
has an asymptotically optimal performance since
limTtotal→∞
log (Ttotal)
Ttotal
= 0. Therefore, we conclude that
these two agent-based collaborative MAMAB algorithms
converge to the optimal offline cache strategy in the stationary
environment.
C. Distributed MAMAB
To avoid the curse of dimensionality, we try to solve P3
in a distributed manner. In this case, each SBS is regarded
as an independent learner and it learns its own cache strat-
egy independently without information exchange with other
SBSs. Therefore, the total reward function is decomposed into
a linear combination of agent-independent reward functions
rm,f (am,f ) as:
Rtotal(A) =
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
rm,f (am,f), (14)
which means each SBS totally ignores the reward and action
of other SBSs. Note that (14) is not equivalent to (6a). It
is just a function decomposition method, which is called the
independent learner approach [29], [32] and is commonly used
in reinforcement learning. In independent learner approach, the
agents ignore the actions and rewards of the other agents, and
learn their strategies independently. In the initial phase t = 0,
7each SBS independently caches all files once. The number
of times that am,f appears until t is denoted as T
t
m,f(am,f ).
Besides, if am,f appears at time slot t, the average reward
R
t
m,f(am,f ) of SBS m with caching action am,f is updated
as:
R
t
m,f(am,f ) =
[
T tm,f (am,f)− 1
]
R
t−1
m,f (am,f ) + r
t
m,f (am,f )
T tm,f(am,f )
,
(15)
where rtm,f (am,f ) is the observed reward of SBS m with
action am,f at time slot t. By adding a perturbed term similar
to (8), the estimated reward with am,f at time slot t is given
by:
R̂tm,f(am,f ) = R
t−1
m,f (am,f) +Bd,m(am,f )
√
3 log(t)
2T t−1m,f (am,f )
.
(16)
where Bd,m(am,f ) is the upper bound on the reward of SBS
m with action am,f and is given by:
Bd,m(am,f ) = am,f
∑
u∈Um
(d0 − dm,u) (17)
Each SBS optimizes its cache strategy by maximizing its
own estimated reward
∑F
f=1 R̂
t
m,f (am,f ) at each time slot
t independently. In this case, the effective action space is
MF and has a linear growth speed of the number of SBSs,
which has a low computational complexity and a fast learning
speed. However, the performance is poor since there is no
coordination among SBSs.
D. Edge-based Collaborative MAMAB
Based on the analysis of the above three MAMAB ap-
proaches, it is clear that a good solution should consider both
SBS coordination and computational complexity simultane-
ously. Therefore, we propose a coordination graph edge-based
reward assignment method by assigning the reward of SBSs
to the edges in the coordination graph (V,E). In this case, we
decompose the total reward function into a linear combination
of edge-independent reward functions as:
Rtotal(A) =
F∑
f=1
∑
(m,n)∈E
rm,n,f(am,f , an,f ). (18)
where rm,n,f (am,f , an,f ) is the reward of the edge (m,n)
with joint action (am,f , an,f). Note that (18) and (6a) are
not equivalent. It is just a reward assignment method by
dividing the reward of agents to the edges in the coordination
graph, which is utilized in reinforcement learning to reduce
the complexity [29]. The main difficulty is how to design
the specific coordination graph edge-based reward assignment
method based on the problem property.
The coordination graph edge-based reward assignment
method runs as follows. For a user u requesting file f at time
slot t, we assume that it is served by its neighbor SBS m and
SBS m can obtain a reward ru,tm,f . Note that SBS m knows
the locations of other M − 1 SBSs and its serving user u. If
SBS m is the nearest SBS of u, then the reward ru,tm,f obtained
by serving u will be entirely assigned to its self edge (m,m).
This is because u will always be served by m in this case,
regardless of whether other SBSs cache file f or not. When
SBS m is not the nearest SBS of u, it serves u if and only if
the nearer neighbor SBSs of u do not cache the requested file
f . In this case, the reward ru,tm,f is divided equally among the
edges between the serving SBS m and all the nearer neighbor
SBSs n ∈ Vum with joint action (am,f = 1, an,f = 0) since the
reward ru,tm,f depends on cache actions of SBS m and n ∈ V
u
m.
These split rewards on edges (m,n) are stored at the serving
SBS m since only SBS m caches the requested file f and
obtains the reward while other nearer SBSs n ∈ Vum not.
SBSs cache files randomly to make each joint action
(am,f , an,f) for (m,n) ∈ E appear at least once in the initial
phase t = 0.3 At each time slot t, SBSs update the number
of times that joint action (am,f , an,f ) appears until t, which
is denoted as T tm,n,f(am,f , an,f ). If (am,f , an,f) appears at
time slot t, the average reward R
t
m,n,f (am,f , an,f) of the edge
(m,n) ∈ E with action pair (am,f , an,f ) is updated as:
R
t
m,n,f (am,f , an,f) =[
T tm,n,f(am,f , an,f)− 1
]
R
t−1
m,n,f (am,f , an,f) + r
t
m,n,f (am,f , an,f)
T tm,n,f(am,f , an,f)
,
(19)
where rtm,n,f (am,f , an,f ) is the reward assigned to the edge
(m,n) with (am,f , an,f) at time slot t. Note that each SBS
m needs to share its cache strategy with its neighbor Γ(m) in
the coordination graph in order to update T tm,n,f(am,f , an,f )
and average reward R
t
m,n,f(am,f , an,f ). Moreover, each SBS
m only needs to store the reward of edge (m,n) with joint
action (am,f = 1, an,f = 0) for n ∈ Γ(m) and its self
edge (m,m) with action (am,f = 1, am,f = 1) due to
the coordination graph edge-based reward assignment method.
By adding a perturbed term similarly, the estimated reward
R̂tm,n,f(am,f , an,f ) of the edge (m,n) with joint action
(am,f , an,f) at time slot t is given by:
R̂tm,n,f(am,f , an,f ) = R
t−1
m,n,f(am,f , an,f)
+Bcoll,m,n(am,f , an,f )
√
3 log(t)
2T t−1m,n,f(am,f , an,f)
, (20)
where Bcoll,m,n(am,f , an,f) is the upper bound of the reward
on the edge (m,n) ∈ E with joint action (am,f , an,f) and it
is given by:
Bcoll,m,n(am,f , an,f) =
am,f
∑
u∈Um
I{m = 1u}(d0 − dm,u), if m = n
am,f(1 − an,f)
∑
u∈Um
I{n ∈ Vum}
∑|Mu|
j=2
I{m = ju}
d0−dm,u
j−1 + an,f (1− am,f )
∑
u∈Un
I{m ∈ Vun}
∑|Mu|
j=2 I{n = ju}
d0−dn,u
j−1 , if m 6= n
.
(21)
3Note that the initial phase in the edge-based collaborative MAMAB
algorithm is much shorter than the agent-based ones due to its smaller action
space.
8Algorithm 2 Edge-based Collaborative MAMAB Caching
1: Cache files at SBSs to make all joint actions (am,f , an,f )
appear once for (m,n) ∈ E, i.e., T 0m,n,f(am,f , an,f ) = 1
and then update the average reward R
0
m,n,f(am,f , an,f)
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . , Ttotal do
3: Each SBS decides its cache strategy {a˜m,f} with the
distributed MAMAB algorithm
4: Update the estimated reward according to (20) for all
joint actions (am,f , an,f)
5: Decide the cache strategy by maximizing the total
estimated reward
∑F
f=1
∑
(m,n)∈E R̂
t
m,n,f(am,f , an,f )
according to the Algorithm 1 with the initial cache
strategy {a˜tm,f}
6: Initialize the reward rtm,n,f (am,f , an,f) = 0 for all
edges (m,n) ∈ E and joint actions
7: Count T tm,n,f(am,f , an,f ) for all joint actions
8: for u = 1, 2, . . . , U do
9: Observe the reward ru,tm,f of the SBS m that serves
user u with file f
10: if SBS m is the nearest SBS of user u then
11: Update rtm,m,f (am,f , am,f ) =
rtm,m,f (am,f , am,f) + r
u,t
m,f
12: else
13: Update rtm,n,f (am,f , an,f ) =
rtm,n,f (am,f , an,f ) +
ru,t
m,f
j−1 for the edges (m,n)
between j − 1 nearer SBSs and j-th nearest SBS
m of user u
14: end if
15: end for
16: Update the average reward according to (19) if joint
action (am,f , an,f ) appears and R
t
m,n,f(am,f , an,f) =
R
t−1
m,n,f(am,f , an,f ) otherwise.
17: end for
SBSs optimize the cache strategies to maximize the to-
tal estimated reward
∑F
f=1
∑
(m,n)∈E R̂
t
m,n,f (am,f , an,f ) at
each time slot t by utilizing Algorithm 1. Specifically, we
choose cache strategy obtained from the distributed MAMAB
algorithm as the initial cache strategy in Algorithm 1 to
have a better performance and a faster convergence speed.
Note that the edge-based collaborative MAMAB algorithm
not only considers the SBS coordination, but also reduces the
computational complexity greatly with effective action space∑M
m=1 Γ(m) +M , which grows linearly with the number of
edges. The details of this algorithm are given in Algorithm 2.
E. Tradeoff between Exploration and Exploitation
As we have discussed, we add a perturbed term to the
average reward to achieve the tradeoff between exploration and
exploitation. However, there also exists some simple methods
that can achieve a good tradeoff in MAMAB problems.
One such simple and widely used algorithm is the ǫ-greedy
algorithm, which caches files to maximize the total average
reward with probability 1− ǫ and caches files randomly with
probability ǫ. ǫ-greedy algorithm can also be divided into dif-
ferent manners similarly with different reward decomposition
methods.
We also propose a new perturbed term to update the
estimated reward by exploiting the particular structure of
the problem similar to [15] and the new perturbed term is√
3 log(B2t)
2T t−1 rather than B
√
3 log(t)
2T t−1 if the reward upper bound
B > 0. Otherwise, the perturbed term is 0. The MAMAB
algorithms with new perturbed terms are called MAMAB-v2
algorithms.
V. CACHE STRATEGY IN NON-STATIONARY
ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we aim to solve P2 in the non-stationary
environment. We first give a brief introduction of the
non-stationary environment. Then we modify our proposed
MAMAB algorithms to make them adapt to the non-stationary
environment. Finally, we discuss the tradeoff between explo-
ration and exploitation.
A. Non-stationary Environment
The non-stationary environment is described as follows. The
file library F is a dynamic set with new files entering and
old files leaving over time. Besides, user preference changes
irregularly over time and the number of requests for each
user at a time slot is random. Note that users can keep silent
and request no file at some time slots, the set of active
users that request files also changes over time. Moreover,
we take user mobility into account that user locations can
change at different time slots. Thus, transmission delay dm,u
also varies over time and cannot be known in advance. This
non-stationary environment is more realistic since the real
world scenario is actually non-stationary. However, this non-
stationary environment also brings some challenges since it
is time-varying and more stochastic. Therefore, we need to
modify the algorithms proposed in the stationary environment
to adapt to this non-stationary environment.4
B. Modified MAMAB
Note that the proposed MAMAB algorithms in stationary
environment have some prior information of the environment,
such as static file set. However, SBSs have no knowledge of
these information in the non-stationary environment. There-
fore, we need to define an active file set F tactive at each time
slot t due to the fact that the file library F is dynamic over
time. F tactive is the set of files that are requested from time slot
1 to t and needs to be updated at the end of each time slot
t based on the receiving requests. Besides, we assign a large
enough initial value to all joint actions of new added files
in F tactive, rather than caching files randomly, to make each
new joint action appear at least once. This new initialization
method can reduce the explorations in the initial phase greatly
and improve the performance compared to the initial phase in
4Nota that we only modify the distributed and edge-based collaborative
MAMAB in this work since the action space of the agent-based collaborative
MAMAB is too large, which is almost impractical to be utilized in the non-
stationary environment.
9the stationary environment. Moreover, we need to design new
UCB terms accordingly since SBSs have no information of
the reward upper bound B.
1) Modified Distributed MAMAB: From the distributed
MAMAB algorithm in the stationary environment, it is ob-
served that the average reward R
t
m,f (am,f) = 0 if am,f = 0.
Therefore, each SBS m only initializes the estimated reward
R̂tm,f (am,f ) = H when am,f = 1 for all active files
f ∈ F0active, where H is a large enough number in order to
make each active file can be cached at SBSs at least once. At
each time slot t, each SBS m updates the estimated reward
for all files that have been cached at least once as:
R̂tm,f(am,f ) = R
t−1
m,f(am,f ) +
√√√√3 log((Btd,m)2t)
2T t−1m,f (am,f )
, (22)
where Btd,m = max
f∈Ft
active
R
t−1
m,f (am,f ). Comparing with the dis-
tributed MAMAB in the stationary environment, we utilize
the maximal average reward to represent the upper bound
of the reward due to the upper bound of the reward cannot
be obtained and changes over time in the non-stationary
environment. Then each SBS decides its cache strategy by
maximizing its own estimated reward. After caching action
has been done, each SBS m updates the number of times that
am,f appears T
t
m,f(am,f ) and the average reward according
to (15) based on the observed reward similar to the distributed
MAMAB in the stationary environment. Finally, SBSs update
the active file set F tactive at the end of time slot t based on
their receiving requests and initialize the estimated reward
R̂tm,f (am,f ) = H when am,f = 1 for new added files.
2) Modified Edge-based Collaborative MAMAB: From
Algorithm 2, it is observed that the average reward
R
t
m,n,f(am,f , an,f ) = 0 if action pair (am,f , an,f ) = (1, 1)
when m 6= n or (am,f , an,f) = (0, 0). Therefore, we only
need to focus on the edge (m,n) ∈ E when only one of them
caches the file and the other does not, i.e., (am,f , an,f) =
(1, 0), (am,f , an,f) = (0, 1) and (am,f , am,f ) = (1, 1), which
are called effective joint actions. We initialize the estimated
reward of all effective joint actions R̂tm,n,f (am,f , an,f) with
a large enough number H . At time slot t, SBSs update the
estimated reward of all effective joint actions (am,f , an,f ) that
appear at least once as:
R̂tm,n,f(am,f , an,f ) = R
t−1
m,n,f (am,f , an,f)
+
√
3 log((Btcoll,m,n)
2t)
2T t−1m,n,f(am,f , an,f )
, (23)
where Btcoll,m,n = max
f∈Ft
active
R
t−1
m,n,f(am,f , an,f ) is seen as the
upper bound of the reward on the edge (m,n) ∈ E with
joint action (am,f , an,f ) for all active files f at time slot
t. Then SBSs decide their cache strategies collaboratively
to maximize the total estimated reward according to Algo-
rithm 1. SBSs update T tm,n,f(am,f , an,f ) and average re-
ward R
t
m,n,f(am,f , an,f ) according to (19) if joint action
(am,f , an,f) appears based on the observed reward that follow
the coordination graph edge-based reward assignment. Finally,
SBSs update the active file set F tactive at the end of time slot t
based on their receiving requests and initialize the estimated
reward R̂tm,n,f(am,f , an,f ) = H for all effective joint actions
of new added files.
C. Tradeoff between Exploration and Exploitation
As we have discussed, by adding the perturbed term to
the average reward as the estimated reward is a good way to
achieve the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation in
the stationary environment. However, our proposed perturbed
terms do not have theoretical performance guarantee in the
non-stationary environment. Therefor, we can also utilize the
ǫ-greedy algorithm to achieve the tradeoff between exploration
and exploitation, which is simple but effective in many scenar-
ios. In the ǫ-greedy algorithm, SBSs cache files to maximize
the total average reward with probability 1−ǫ and caches files
randomly with probability ǫ. Note that ǫ-greedy algorithm can
also be divided into both distributed and collaborative manners
similarly with different average reward update manners.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our
proposed algorithms in both stationary environment and non-
stationary environment. Simulations are performed in a square
area of 100 × 100 m2. Both SBSs and users are uniformly
distributed in this plane. Unless otherwise stated, the system
parameters are set as follows: bandwidthW = 10 MHz, trans-
mission power of SBSs P = 1W, Gaussian white noise power
σ2N = 1 W, path loss exponent α = 4 and the core network
transmission delay d0 = 3 max
m∈M,u∈U
1
W log2(1+SNRm,u)
.
A. Stationary Environment
In the stationary environment, we assume that users request
for files according to independent Zipf distributions. Specif-
ically, the probability of user u requesting file f is denoted
as pu,f =
1/fδuu∑
F
j=1 1/j
δu
, where δu ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3} is
the Zipf parameter of user u and fu means that file f is the
fu-th most interested file of u. Unless otherwise stated, the
simulation parameters are set as follows: the number of files
F = 100, cache size S = 10 and time horizon Ttotal = 25000.
We utilize the average transmission delay as the performance
metric, which is defined as the ratio of the total transmission
delay to the the number of time slots.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms proposed in
this paper, we compare them with the following benchmark
algorithms:
• Oracle Coordinate Ascent Algorithm: Cache files ac-
cording to Algorithm 1 with 300 random initial strategy and
choose the best one when user preference is known.
• Oracle Greedy Algorithm [5]: SBSs Cache files greedily
when user preference is known.
• CUCB Algorithm [17]: Each SBS estimates its local
file popularity by using CUCB algorithm and then the cache
strategy is optimized with the estimated local popularity co-
ordinately.
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Fig. 2: The time evolution of regret when users have the same preference with M = 6, U = 50, lc = 50 m, F = 100, S = 10
and δ = 0.9.
• Least Frequently Used (LFU) Algorithm [33]: Replace
the file with the minimum requested times in the cache of each
SBS with the requested file that is not available.
• Least Recently Used (LRU) Algorithm [33]: Replace
the least recently used file in the cache of each SBS with the
requested file that is not available.
In this subsection, we first show the regret of MAMAB and
MAMAB-v2 algorithms in both distributed and collaborative
manners. Then, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
algorithms by comparing them with benchmark algorithms.
Finally, we demonstrate the performances of our proposed
algorithms with respect to different communication distance
and cache size.
For presentation convenience, the agent-based collabora-
tive MAMAB in SBS perspective and user perspective are
denoted as “Agent-based-1 C-MAMAB” and “Agent-based-
2 C-MAMAB”, respectively. The edge-based collaborative
MAMAB is denoted as “Edge-based C-MAMAB”. All the
plots are obtained after averaging over 30 independent real-
izations.
Time evolutions for the regret of MAMAB and MAMAB-
v2 algorithms in different manners are plotted in Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b), respectively. The regret is defined as the
accumulated difference between the oracle coordinate ascent
algorithm and the corresponding MAMAB algorithm. It is
observed that Agent-based-1 C-MAMAB performs worst in
Fig. 2(a) due to its large action space, which causes slow
convergence speed. The Edge-based C-MAMAB outperforms
three other MAMAB algorithms since it considers both SBS
coordination and dimensions of action space, though it has no
performance guarantee. In both MAMAB and MAMAB-v2
algorithms, Edge-based ones perform best and Agent-based-
2 outperforms Agent-based-1, which means the large action
space degrades the performance greatly. Comparing MAMAB
and MAMAB-v2 algorithms, we find that MAMAB-v2 outper-
forms MAMAB notably by designing a new perturbed term,
which means that they can achieve a better tradeoff between
exploration and exploitation5. Therefore, we only focus on
MAMAB-v2 algorithms in the following parts.
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) compare the performance of
MAMAB-v2 with some benchmark algorithms. It is shown
that the low-complexity oracle coordinate ascent algorithm
outperforms oracle greedy algorithm and they both can be
seen as the performance upper bound since they know the
full knowledge of user preference. Besides, MAMAB-v2 al-
gorithms outperform LRU and LFU since they concentrate on
the reward that SBSs can obtain rather than users requests.
Moreover, MAMAB-v2 outperforms CUCB algorithm since
it distinguishes user preference and file popularity. Besides,
MAMAB-v2 also has a faster learning speed than predict-
then-optimize CUCB method when users have the same
preference. For different MAMAB-v2 algorithms, the Edge-
based C-MAMAB-v2 performs best and almost can achieve
the performance of the oracle algorithms. The Agent-based-
1 C-MAMAB outperforms the distributed MAMAB when
users have the same preference since it considers the SBS
coordination. However, when users have different preference,
Agent-based-1 C-MAMAB-v2 almost performs the same as
the distributed one since the correlations among SBSs are
weak.
Fig. 4 illustrates the average transmission delay of different
MAMAB-v2 algorithms after 25000 time slots versus different
communication distances lc. By increasing lc, the number
of users that can be covered by multiple SBSs increases
and the correlations among SBSs becomes stronger. Fig. 4
shows that both distributed and collaborative MAMAB-v2
algorithms almost can achieve the performance of the oracle
greedy algorithm. This is because many users only have one
neighbor SBS when lc is small and almost no correlations exist
among SBSs. By increasing the communication distance lc, it
is observed that the gap between oracle greedy algorithm and
distributed MAMAB-v2 increases. This is because distributed
MAMAB-v2 totally ignores the correlations among SBSs
5MAMAB-v2 algorithms also outperform the ǫ-greedy and these results are
not shown is this paper due to the page limit.
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Fig. 3: The time evolution of the average transmission delay with M = 6, U = 50, lc = 50 m, F = 100 and S = 10.
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while the correlations among SBSs become larger when lc
grows. The gap between oracle greedy and Agent-based-1 also
increases when lc grows since the performance becomes poor
when the action space is too large. While for the Agent-based-
2 and Edge-based C-MAMAB-v2, they perform close to the
oracle greedy for all lc since they take both SBS coordination
and action space into account.
Fig. 5 depicts the average transmission delay of different
algorithms after 25000 time slots versus different cache size
S. Note that the average transmission delay decreases as S
increases since more user requests can be satisfied by SBSs
locally. However, the delay decreasing speed becomes smaller
as the cache size increases, which is consistent with the Zipf
distribution that a small number of popular files produce
the majority of the data traffic. The Edge-based and Agent-
based-2 C-MAMAB-v2 almost can achieve the performance
of the oracle greedy. Comparing the performance of the Agent-
based-1 C-MAMAB-v2 and distributed MAMAB-v2, it is
observed that Agent-based-1 C-MAMAB-v2 performs better
than distributed MAMAB-v2 when S is large since it can
make a better utilization of cache size by considering SBS
coordination.
B. Non-stationary Environment
In this work, we model the non-stationary environment by
using the 1M data set from MovieLens [34]. This data set
contains 1000209 ratings of |F| = 3952 movies and these
ratings were made by U = 6040 users from the year 2000 to
2003. Due to the fact that a user only rating the movies after
watching them, we assume that a rating of a user corresponds
to a file request in this work. The time horizon is divided into
Ttotal = 1039 time slots (days) and SBSs update the cache once
everyday. Unless otherwise stated, Unless otherwise stated,
we assume that locations of users are fixed at different time
slots but the set of active users changes over time 6, and
the simulation parameters are set as follows: the number of
SBSs M = 5 and cache size S = 400. We utilize the average
6Note that users always request files at fixed locations in practice, such as
at home or office. Therefore, we only consider the dynamic active users set
and ignore the mobility of users.
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1039 days vs. communication distance forM = 5 and S = 400.
transmission delay as the performance metric, which is defined
as the ratio of the total transmission delay to the the number
of requests. To evaluate the performance of our proposed
algorithms, we compare them with the following benchmark
algorithms:
• Oracle Coordinated Ascent Algorithm: Optimize the
cache by utilizing the Algorithm 1 at each time slot when the
user requests and transmission delays between SBSs and users
are perfectly known in advance7.
• Distributed/Edge-based Collaborative ǫ-Greedy Algo-
rithm (D/C-ǫ-Greedy): SBSs cache files according to the ǫ-
greedy algorithm based on the corresponding average reward
rather than the estimated reward that contains the perturbed
term.
• Ridge Regression Algorithm: Each SBS estimates the
number of requests for its neighbor users via ridge regression
by utilizing all requests information, rather than only utilizing
the information of caching files as [19], and then caches the
most popular files at each time slot.
7The reason for choosing the coordinated ascent algorithm rather than the
oracle greedy algorithm in the stationary environment is the high computation
complexity of the greedy algorithm with large number of uses and files.
•m-CACao [21]: SBSs cache files according to the context-
aware proactive caching algorithm.
In this subsection, we first discuss the tradeoff between
exploration and exploitation of modified MAMAB algorithms
in the non-stationary environment. Then we validate the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed modified MAMAB algorithms.
Finally, we discuss the effects of user mobility and commu-
nication distance lc of modified MAMAB algorithms. For
presentation convenience, our proposed modified MAMAB
algorithm in distributed and edge-based collaborative man-
ners are denoted as “M-D-MAMAB” and “M-C-MAMAB”,
respectively.
Fig. 6 illustrates the performance of our proposed modified
MAMAB algorithms and ǫ-greedy algorithms with different
ǫ values. It is observed that edge-based collaborative algo-
rithms outperform the corresponding distributed algorithms.
Comparing three distributed algorithms and three collabora-
tive algorithms, we find that when the cache size is large
(S = 400), our proposed modified MAMAB algorithms with
perturbed terms can achieve a better tradeoff compared to ǫ-
greedy algorithms. This is because large cache size can make
SBSs play all actions sufficient times and hence our modified
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MAMAB algorithms have a fast learning speed to learn the
reward of different actions accurately. However, when the
cache size is small (S = 100), it is illustrated that ǫ-greedy
algorithm with ǫ = 0 performs better than ǫ-greedy algorithm
with ǫ = 0.05 and modified MAMAB algorithms in both
distributed and edge-based collaborative manners. This means
that when the cache size is small, doing more exploitations
is better since SBSs have a lower speed to learn the reward
accurately with such a small cache size.
Fig. 7 illustrates the performance of our proposed modified
MAMAB and some reference algorithms. It is observed that
the oracle coordinate ascent performs best since it knows all
information of user requests and transmission delays between
users and SBSs in advance. M-C-MAMAB outperforms M-D-
MAMAB since it considers the SBSs cooperation. Besides, our
proposed modified MAMAB algorithms outperform the ridge
regression and m-CACao since they focus on the reward rather
than the request number from a set of users. Therefore, we
can conclude that MAMAB is more appropriate to solve this
sequential decision making problem than the ridge regression
that first utilizes all requests information to predict local
popularity and then caches the most popular files. Moreover,
M-D-MAMAB can tackle the cooperative caching problem
among SBSs better than existing algorithms.
In Fig. 8, the effects of user mobility on the caching
performance of modified MAMAB algorithms are evaluated.
It is observed that modified MAMAB algorithms have a good
performance no matter users are static or mobile. However,
the gap between M-D-MAMAB and M-C-MAMAB becomes
smaller when we take user mobility into account. This is
because that M-D-MAMAB ignores the coordination among
SBSs and has a smaller action space, and hence it has a faster
learning speed to learn the reward accurately. Therefore, we
can conclude that M-D-MAMAB is more robust than M-C-
MAMAB when users are moving over time.
In Fig. 9, the performance of modified MAMAB algorithms
after 1039 days versus lc is evaluated. By increasing lc, the
average transmission delay of modified MAMAB algorithms
decreases since more users can be covered and served by
SBSs locally as lc grows. Comparing the performance of the
modified MAMAB in distributed and collaborative manners,
they perform the same when lc is small (lc = 10 m). When
lc becomes larger (lc = 20, 30 m), it is observed that the M-
D-MAMAB even outperforms the collaborative one. This is
because some joint actions of M-C-MAMAB only can serve
a small number of users and have a small reward, but they
still need to have enough explorations. Thus, SBSs choose
these joint actions with small reward many times and lose
the chance for more exploitations. But as lc keeps growing
(lc = 40, 50 m), the correlations among SBSs become stronger
and the number of users that are covered by multiple SBSs
becomes larger, M-C-MAMAB outperforms M-D-MAMAB
since it considers the coordination among SBSs and achieves
a good tradeoff between exploration and exploitation.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated the collaborative caching op-
timization problem to minimize the accumulated transmission
delay without the knowledge of user preference. We model this
sequential multi-agent decision making problem in a MAMAB
perspective and solve it by learning cache strategy directly
online in both stationary and non-stationary environment. In
the stationary environment, we proposed multiple efficient
MAMAB algorithms in both distributed and collaborative
manners to solve the problem. In the agent-based collaborative
MAMAB, we provided a strong performance guarantee by
proving that its regret is bounded by O(log (Ttotal)). However,
the computational complexity is high. For the distributed
MAMAB, it has a low computational complexity but the
correlations among SBSs are ignored. To achieve a better
balance between SBS coordination and computational com-
plexity, we also proposed a coordination graph edge-based
reward assignment method in the edge-based collaborative
MAMAB. In the non-stationary environment, we modified
the MAMAB-based algorithms proposed in the stationary
environment by proposing a practical initialization method
and designing new perturbed terms to adapt to the dynamic
environment better. Simulation results demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed algorithms. The effects of the
communication distance and cache size were also discussed.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
ALM\{m} = [a
L
1 , a
L
2 , . . . , a
L
m−1,0F×1, a
L
m+1, . . . , a
L
M ] is the
cache strategy that SBS m caches nothing and the otherM−1
SBSs cache according to AL. A∗ = [a∗1, a
∗
2, . . . , a
∗
M ]
T is the
optimal cache strategy. We utilize ∪ to combine different cache
strategies together, e.g., a∗m ∪ A
L = [aL1 , a
L
2 , . . . , a
L
m−1, a
L
m ∪
a∗m, a
L
m+1, . . . , a
L
M ], which means that SBS m caches files in
both a∗m and a
L
m while the other M − 1 SBSs cache files
according to AL, and A∗ ∪ AL = [aL1 ∪ a
∗
1, . . . , a
L
M ∪ a
∗
M ],
which means that each SBS m cache files in both a∗m and a
L
m.
Then, we can obtain:
Rtotal(A
∗)−Rtotal(A
L)
(a)
≤ Rtotal(A
∗ ∪AL)−Rtotal(A
L)
(b)
≤
M∑
m=1
[
Rtotal(a
∗
m ∪ A
L)−Rtotal(A
L)
]
(c)
≤
M∑
m=1
[
Rtotal(a
∗
m ∪ A
L
M\{m})−Rtotal(A
L
M\{m})
]
(d)
≤
M∑
m=1
[
Rtotal(a
L
m ∪ A
L
M\{m})−Rtotal(A
L
M\{m})
]
(e)
≤
M∑
m=1
[
Rtotal(a
L
m ∪ A
L
M\{m,m+1,...,M})−Rtotal(A
L
M\{m,m+1,...,M})
]
= Rtotal(A
L), (24)
where step (a) follows from the fact that caching more files
increases the reward. Step (b) is obtained from that for any
strategies a′m and a
′
n and A, we have Rtotal(a
′
m ∪ a
′
n ∪ A) −
Rtotal(A) ≤ [Rtotal(a′m ∪ A) − Rtotal(A)] + [Rtotal(a
′
n ∪ A) −
Rtotal(A)] since SBS m and n may cover the common users.
For step (c) and (e), they are obtained from Rtotal(a
′
m ∪A)−
Rtotal(A) ≤ Rtotal(a′m ∪ AM\{m}) − Rtotal(AM\{m}). This is
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because the cache strategy a′m and am may cache the common
files. Step (d) follows from that aLm is the optimal cache
strategy of SBS m when other M − 1 SBSs adopt according
to ALM\{m} obtained from Algorithm 1. Therefore, we have
Rtotal(A
L) ≥ 12Rtotal(A
∗), and the proof is completed.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
The proofs of two agent-based collaborative MAMAB are
similar and we only focus on the agent-based collaborative
MAMAB in a SBS perspective. The reward of SBS m
with joint action bm,f is a random variable Rm,f (bm,f ) ∈
[0, Ba-coll,m(bm,f )] with expectation µm,f (bm,f). The optimal
reward is denoted as rµ(A
∗) = opt
µ
respect to the the
expectation vector µ. For variable Rm,f (bm,f ), the mean
value of it after this joint action bm,f appears s times is
R
s
m,f(bm,f) = (
∑s
i=1 r
s
m,f (bm,f ))/s. In the t-th time slot,
let Ft be the event that the oracle fails to produce an α-
approximate answer with respect to the estimated reward
R̂tm,f (bm,f ). We have P [Ft] = E[I{Ft}] ≤ 1 − β
8. The
bad cache actions is denoted as AB = {A|rµ(A) < α · optµ}.
Then we define ∆min = α · optµ− max
A∈AB
{rµ(A)} and ∆max =
α · opt
µ
− min
A∈AB
{rµ(A)}.
We maintain counter Nm,f (bm,f ) for each joint action
bm,f and we have N
0
m,f(bm,f) = 1 since each joint action
bm,f appear once in the initial phase. At each time slot
t, if we choose a bad action AB , we increase one min-
imum counter Nm,f(bm,f ) by one at this bad time slot,
i.e., N tm,f (bm,f ) = N
t−1
m,f (bm,f) + 1. Therefore, we have
N tm,f(bm,f ) ≤ T
t
m,f(bm,f ).
Define Qt = max
bm,f
B2a-coll,m(bm,f )
6 log t
(f−1(∆min))2
, where f(·) is
the bounded smoothness function [30]. For a bad time slot t
with action At ∈ AB , we have
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
bm,f
NTtotalm,f (bm,f)−
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
bm,f
QTtotal
=
Ttotal∑
t=1
I{At ∈ AB}+
M∑
m=1
2Γ(m)F −
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
bm,f
QTtotal
≤
Ttotal∑
t=1
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
bm,f
I{At ∈ AB, N
t
m,f(bm,f ) > N
t−1
m,f (bm,f ),
N t−1m,f (bm,f ) > QTtotal}+M2
M−1F
≤
Ttotal∑
t=1
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
bm,f
I{At ∈ AB, N
t
m,f(bm,f ) > N
t−1
m,f (bm,f ),
N t−1m,f (bm,f ) > Qt}+M2
M−1F
=
Ttotal∑
t=1
I{At ∈ AB, ∀ b
t
m,f , N
t−1
m,f (b
t
m,f ) > Qt}+M2
M−1F
≤
Ttotal∑
t=1
(
I{Ft}+ I{¬Ft,A
t ∈ AB, ∀ b
t
m,f , N
t−1
m,f (b
t
m,f ) > Qt}
)
8The coordinate ascent oracle is proven to be an (α, β) approximation with
α = 1
2
and β = 1 in Appendix A.
+M2M−1F
≤
Ttotal∑
t=1
(
I{Ft}+ I{¬Ft,A
t ∈ AB , ∀ b
t
m,f , T
t−1
m,f (b
t
m,f ) > Qt}
)
+M2M−1F. (25)
Note that we have
P
[
|R
T t−1
m,f
(bm,f )
m,f (bm,f )− µm,f(bm,f )|
≥ Ba-coll,m(bm,f )
√
3 log t/2T t−1m,f (bm,f )
]
=
t∑
s=1
P
[
T t−1m,f (bm,f ) = s
]
P
[
|R
s
m,f (bm,f)− µm,f (bm,f )| ≥ Ba-coll,m(bm,f )
√
3 log t/2s
]
≤
t∑
s=1
P
[
|R
s
m,f (bm,f)− µm,f (bm,f )|
≥ Ba-coll,m(bm,f )
√
3 log t/2s
]
≤ 2t−2, (26)
where the last inequality comes from the Chernoff-Hoeffding
Inequality.
Define a random variable Λtm,f(bm,f ) =
Ba-coll,m(bm,f )
√
3 log t/2T t−1m,f (bm,f ) and event
Et = {∀ bm,f , |R
T t−1
m,f
(bm,f )
m,f (bm,f ) − µm,f (bm,f )| ≤
Λtm,f(bm,f)}. We have P (¬Et) ≤ M2
MFt−2. From (8),
we have R̂tm,f (bm,f ) − R
T t−1
m,f
(bm,f )
m,f (bm,f ) = Λ
t
m,f (bm,f ).
Thus, |R
T t−1
m,f
(bm,f )
(bm,f )−µm,f(bm,f )| ≤ Λt(bm,f ) implies
that R̂tm,f(bm,f) ≥ µm,f (bm,f ). In other words, we have
Et =⇒ r̂
t
≥ µ, where r̂
t
is the vector of R̂tm,f (bm,f ) for
all bm,f .
Let Λ = max
bm,f
Ba-coll,m(bm,f)
√
3 log t
2Qt
and define Λt =
max{Λtm,f(b
t
m,f )|∀ b
t
m,f}. Then we have
Et =⇒ |R̂
t
m,f (b
t
m,f)− µm,f (b
t
m,f )| ≤ 2Λ
t, ∀ btm,f , (27)
{At ∈ AB, ∀ b
t
m,f , T
t−1
m,f (b
t
m,f ) > Qt} =⇒ Λ > Λ
t. (28)
Therefore, if {Et,¬Ft,A
t ∈ AB, ∀ b
t
m,f , T
t−1
m,f (b
t
m,f ) >
Qt} holds at time slot t, we have
rµ(A
t) + f(2Λ) > rµ(A
t) + f(2Λt) ≥ r̂rt(A
t) ≥ α · opt̂rt
≥ α · r̂rt(A
∗) ≥ α · rµ(A
∗) = α · opt
µ
. (29)
Since we have f(2Λ) = ∆min, rµ(A
t) + f(2Λ) >
α · opt
µ
contradicts the definition of ∆min. Therefore,
we have P [{Et,¬Ft,A
t ∈ AB, ∀ b
t
m,f , T
t−1
m,f (b
t
m,f ) >
Qt}] = 0. Then we can conclude that P [{¬Ft,A
t ∈
AB, ∀ b
t
m,f , T
t−1
m,f (b
t
m,f) > Qt}}] ≤ P [¬Et] ≤ M2
MFt−2.
Then we have
E[
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
bm,f
NTtotalm,f (bm,f )] ≤
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
bm,f
QTtotal
+ (1 − β)Ttotal +
Ttotal∑
t=1
M2MFt−2 +M2M−1F
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≤ max
bm,f
B2a-coll,m(bm,f)
6M2M−1F logTtotal
(f−1(∆min))2
+M2M−1F (
π2
3
+ 1) + (1− β)Ttotal. (30)
Therefore, the regret is given by
Zregret =
Ttotal∑
t=1
E[Rtotal(A
∗)−Rtotal(A
t)]
≤ Ttotalαβoptµ −
[
Ttotalαoptµ
− E[
M∑
m=1
F∑
f=1
∑
bm,f
NTtotalm,f (bm,f )−M2
M−1F ] ·∆max
]
≤
[
max
bm,f
B2a-coll,m(bm,f )
6M2M−1F logTtotal
(f−1(∆min))2
+
M2MFπ2
6
+ (1− β)Ttotal
]
∆max − (1 − β)Ttotalαoptµ
≤
[
max
bm,f
B2a-coll,m(bm,f )
6M2M−1F logTtotal
(f−1(∆min))2
+
M2MFπ2
6
]
∆max.
(31)
Therefore, the proof is completed. For the agent-based col-
laborative MAMAB in a user perspective, the proof is similar
and hence is omitted here.
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